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It’s been a busy few weeks for WHAM. It was great to see so many at the
WHAM quiz – thanks to Tony Davis for setting it up.
This year the IAM are continuing a free taster ride promotion. As a club we
have already had a significant amount of interest and Roger Brooks is
coordinating training for them. Observers have been busy training and we
have also had our first day ride of the season. I am looking forward to training
starting in earnest for Associates and meeting members on Sunday rides and
day rides.
The date for the Slow Riding day has been confirmed for the 3rdJuly. Details
will follow on the website.

Thank you to all those who completed the WHAM questionnaire. The Committee and Training
Team work hard to try and balance training with an active social side to the club. Your points are
noted and we will act on them to make the club even more accessible to all. For the vast majority of
responses it was reassuring to note that we are doing a good job for you. The key points, including
data, are as follows:
Training
86% of responses believed they were getting the training they wanted. If you requested a refresher
ride, your name has been passed on to the training coordinator, Roger Brooks. 95% of Observers
believed that standards are set at the right level, and they have the support to tutor others to those
standards. 70% of Observer responses stated they get the support and training they need from the
training team.

The landscape for training has changed, and will continue to change in the IAM. As a result the
WHAM Committee and Training Team have met, sometimes at short notice, to discuss on-going
changes. The 2 key changes for us to manage are the free taster sessions, promoted centrally by
IAM, and the new Observer handbook, which helps to standardise training.

Video Cameras and Radios

WHAM has video cameras to assist in the training of Associates and improvement of Members’
riding. 37% of you have benefitted from them directly. Those who had experienced them were
positive about the experience, especially as a visual support to verbal feedback.

For the 50% who would like to experience their use, but haven’t to date, we will plan for them to be
available for Associates and refresher rides. If you wish to have a go with one yourself when
training you are welcome to borrow and test one. They are currently for the benefit of the club
Observers.
Thinking as an Associate 77% responded you would like radio experience to be part of WHAM
training? 62% would like it used for directions and 28% for commentary.
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WHAM have a bank of cameras that Observers use. They have proved reliable and effective as
a resource. We now need to use them more. If using cameras please seek the permission of the
person you are filming.

The radio training at the end of last year was unfortunately cancelled, which has delayed
development. However it is set for late spring. The club is updating its radios to make them more
accessible and easier to use. They will be used within guidelines for directions and commentary.

Ride Programme

Sunday was clearly the the best day for weekend rides, taking 59% and a further 33% not
minding which day. 46% were interested in mid-week rides. Thanks for your additional
responses. It was reassuring to know how popular the summer day rides are, including the
evening summer ride each month. The greatest barrier for you appears to be work
commitments.

100% believed our meeting points are still appropriate. 91% believed the summer/winter riding
meeting times were suitable. However I noted several comments in this section, and at the end
of the questionnaire, relating to the possibility of a later start time in winter and less use of back
roads.

Where to ride to generated a lot of responses. A lot of you enjoyed the Welsh roads and
believed the current mix of routes works well. The mix of morning and all-day rides continues to
be the preference. 96% believed we organise the right amount of rides.  In addition points were
raised regarding riding to an end point and riding in different environments to develop a range of
riding skills. 78% believed observed runs were suitable on all types of Group rides.

Social
68% believe we should sometimes have speakers on club natter nights.
A few questions split opinions. 55% do not need more time at meetings to chat with other
members. 54% believe the Falcon is a ‘good’ meeting place; 38% thought it was average and
4% stated it was poor.

Your ideas for natter nights included how to use cameras, clothing advice, riding discussions
from WHAM videos; technical motorcycle sessions; just in bar.
86% believed 7.30pm on the last Wednesday of the month was a good time for our monthly
meetings.
It’s reassuring to know that our meetings are convenient for the majority of you. We will consider
inclusion of your suggestions after the summer evening rides, which take place on the last
Wednesday of each month and finish at the Falcon.

Special Events

For 60%, track days were of interest to you and 67% were interested in off-road events. 23%
were interested in race meets or national bike rallies.
Of the 66% interested in touring, 50% were interested in the UK, 38% abroad. 12% were
interested in both. Spain, Norway, Italy, Croatia, Europe, Scandinavia were suggested
destinations. We will ask for additional information later in the year regarding more detailed
touring preferences for next season.
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Social Media

62% use social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.); 50% of responses are members of WHAM’s
Facebook page, 8% are members of WHAM’s Twitter page.

The WHAM Facebook page has a small but active and vibrant following. WHAM’s Twitter account
has a link to the website. It has a growing number of followers. Please feel free to join either or
both. A small number of members use WhatsApp.

Newsletter

100% of responders read WHAM's monthly newsletter. 96% believe the newsletter hits the spot
and 90% find it easy to access. 80% would like the newsletter published monthly.

There was a very positive response to the newsletter, a reflection of the hard work by Stuart
Poole and previous editors and contributors. Some commented on whether there could be more
member participation in reports, in particular personal trips and experiences.

Club officials and organisations

91% know who the Club Officials are (Committee and Training Team). You believed it would be
useful to have photos on the website.

95% found club officials approachable and friendly, found the website useful and our
communication kept you up to speed. 86% know where to go with any questions.

Other things you would you like to see on the site included links to IAM applicable sites for
insurance discounts and clothing discounts, and more photos.

Christmas Dinner

38% of responses intend to attend WHAM's Christmas Dinner in 2016;

43% did not mind what the dress code was. 36% would like it to be smart dress, 21% formal
dress. 64% would prefer no live band or disco.

Of those who responded regarding venue 44% preferred Bromyard, compared to 22% Worcester;
11% Hereford and 22% other.

66% would be happy for WHAM to continue holding the Xmas dinner at the Falcon. However
there were several strong comments about its quality as a venue.

The Committee will consider carefully both venue, date and format for the evening to ensure it is
fit for purpose for as many members as possible.
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Please note that the e-mail address for the Group Secretary has
changed from whamsecretary@trackdown.co.uk to:
whamgroupsecretary@gmail.com
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General Comments

A significant number of responses thanked the Committee for its hard work and sated they
enjoyed being part of the club. The balance of riding and activities was deemed excellent.

Points raised by individuals included a visit point for some rides; McDonalds meeting point was
useful to share expertise about bikes, sat navs and clothing; it would be good to sometimes
meet at a central location to ride with other members;  the possibility of meeting other clubs
socially; the funds spent on radios and cameras has been slow to disseminate down through
the membership; checking with an individual before giving constructive criticism; I have really
benefitted from WHAM; happy with the club and its organisation

Conclusion

Thank you to all those who took the time to complete the WHAM questionnaire. It is reassuring
for the Committee and Training Team that we are on the right lines. You have contributed a lot
of good ideas which we can act on.

Our core aim is to make motorcycling with WHAM as much fun as possible, whilst improving
our riding at the same time. We will provide constructive feedback when requested.

Please put on your thinking caps to consider venues to ride to. So far members have offered
Welsh zip wire, National Motorcycle Museum, Air Ambulance and  Ace Café. We will
investigate the possibility of off-road events for club members.

We will ask for additional information later in the year regarding more detailed touring
preferences for next season.

We will continue to use McDonalds for Sunday rides and have a central starting point for day
rides to ensure we can ride with a variety of members, from both Counties.

We will continue to work in the best interests of members new and old and be inclusive. We will
take on board any comments made to the committee or training team, and aim to move the
club forward positively.
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Do you know anyone that would benefit from advanced training.
If so …here’s a chance to try it out for Free.
Please use this form to register your interest in a no obligation
free taster session and one of our Observers will contact you to
arrange your free ride out.

http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/2016-free-taster-sessions/
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Congratulations
Chris Brewer - IAM test pass

Observer - Eric Reynolds

Simon Pavey decides to see what WHAM  observing is all about - with all those GS’s he should fit right in!
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WHAM Easter Ride.

A good day had by all !
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African Twin…….700 miles and counting
  by Ant Clerici

I've ridden about 750 miles so far - rural Herefordshire and central Brum, to Potters Bar and back
plus a Sunday WHAM ride.

998cc parallel twin
94bhp (feels like more)
18.8 litre tank = 200 miles plus
Tubed tyres……mmmm?

4 auto modes and “manual”
G button for better off road clutch manage-
ment
3 levels of traction control
ABS- the rear wheel only can be turned off

This picture - my bike in Tricolour before
the Adventure pack “bling” was added….

Notice: no gear lever,
no clutch lever…….

The lever you see is the “hand brake”: useful for
hill starts and essential for parking on slopes.

First the SHOCK NEWS - I've got the dual clutch (DCT) version. Most articles in the mags can't
decide which is better: the manual or DCT.....some journalists even declared they’d buy the DCT
version. So I wasn’t alone in having the dilemma. If you test ride then you must try both versions. I
bought mine from THUNDERROAD, Gloucester who allowed me back to back test rides.

WHAT’S IT LIKE?
Yes I'm still in the honeymoon period but I love it!
(Ask me again in a few weeks after taking it to the Ardennes)

It is different and therefore need a bit of time to learn how to get the most out of it.
·   Relaxed, comfy and cruises at M'way speeds with ease.
·   Urban riding is a doddle without constant manual gear changes and I’ve learnt not to “blip”

the throttle to warn drivers of my presence!
·   I haven't really pushed it yet but no complaints so far.

Yesterday I had the (delayed) Adventure pack fitted: I wanted luggage, heated grips and a centre
stand so elected for the “pack” that also included protection bars, aux lights and a taller touring
screen.

Turning into a corner at speed warrants a little care due to the larger front wheel and skinny tyre
but the drive out feels great. Manoeuvring in traffic is easy thanks to the wide bars. I’m remember-
ing to use the hand brake – because you can’t leave it “in gear” on slopes.
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CLEVER GEAR BOX
I have mostly ridden in auto "sport" mode (4 options here) but you can still change gear with flap-
py paddles on the left handle bar ie drop a gear or two before a corner rather than waiting until
you slow before "it" changes down.
Manual mode is fun! You change up and down using the paddles but: and this is clever: if you
have to stop at lights or a roundabout the Honda will still automatically change down and as you
stop it will select 1st gear ready to go. You can’t stall!

           Gears? No just press the D-S button then ‘twist n go’                                     Lots to read!

It knows if you are on a hill and this is the other clever bit: it will hold the gear for descents or
climbs.
Gear changes are mostly so slick you don't know they are happening.....twist and go!
Slow riding - I've got to learn to balance throttle and back brake, but trickling along at walking
speed in heavy slow moving traffic was OK due to the nice balance and low centre of gravity.

OTHER COMMENTS?
Day to day riding it’s using 55+mpg and gives 200 miles+ to a tank. There’s a miles-to-go counter
when the orange light comes on – I’ve not yet tested its accuracy by riding down to single figures.

Nice lights, no, brilliant lights! I rode back from
WHAM’s natter nite after dark and without
the aux spots, the headlight was by far the
best bike light I’ve experienced.
The hard luggage is good and the aux spots give
that extra presence in daylight.
This is also helped by the front indicators which are
 “on” all the time – a lower level orange light.

It looks good and feels "sorted".
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WHAT’S WRONG?
Not much
The "adventure pack" is slightly less brilliant.
The top box is awkward due to a stiff lock, the centre stand is tricky to use and the touring screen
might get annoying in that the top is just below my eye line. (I can refit the smaller standard screen
that was OK anyway). There were adverse comments on the web about the strength of the 5 level
heated grips but my experience so far revealed a cosy warm level 4 or 5 but not the burnt fingers
other grips can deliver.

WHAT’S TO COME?
Off road? - Not yet! But by all accounts the DTC in automatic, “G” button engaged for more appro-
priate gear changes/clutch management , adjustable traction control turned down and ABS off
(rear wheel only)…………….. it should fly!
Maybe I need to find out on the Africa Twin off road course – using someone else’s bike sounds
good!

Pillion – not yet. I’m expecting a more conservative ride two-up compared to the 150bhp power of
the Ducati. Perhaps more comfortable for Gill!?

OVERALL
A well designed, comfy, fast “go anywhere” bike.

DO YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO COULD BENEFIT FROM
ADVANCED MOTORCYCLE TRAINING?

IF SO ….

Save £50.00 on the IAM Skill for life by signing up with
WHAM now.

We only have a limited number of places at this price, please
use our contact form, on the web site and we will be in touch

with details ASAP.

http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/skillforlife/
http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/2016-free-taster-sessions/
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Observation – Search technique
                                                              by Derek McMullan

I had a question about search technique:

There is no “correct technique” and several expert aviation authorities around the world have
their own particular favourite.  All however agree on some simple principles:  Divide up the field of
view (FOV), for pilots this resembles a windshield view for us on a bike it is practically our natural
FOV.  I’d recommend thinking of a 3x3 matrix like this:

On a bike the principle is to first get the overall situation and then to paint in some more detail –
so distant view then near view.  Like IPSGA we have to keep going round this buoy again and
again as we and other traffic move about.  You can quickly assess the scene from this view.  It
immediately informs you on the road surface condition, the general direction, the forward traffic
situation, the Authorities view of the level of risk (if that’s at all useful!), etc.  Overall it looks very
inviting!

To paint in the detail you need to take a deliberate short glance (¼ to ½ second) at relevant
features to really see what’s in store.  On this one there is not much of interest in 1/2/3 or 7 so
that makes it easier.  Develop a methodical approach to scanning the relevant sectors and avoid
staring too long at any one area – remember you are continually reassessing risk in a dynamic
environment.  Some people prefer an ordered left-to-right; top-to-bottom search; others are more
comfortable with some other order – it doesn’t matter as long as you keep the search moving and
don’t forget a relevant sector.  The particular situation will change the sectors of interest (like
descending one side of a switchback road).
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·          In the immediate foreground all looks good, a wet road surface but no telltale signs of
diesel and it is in good condition – so we can use any of that.
·          The real key in this picture is 6 – what’s down there?  The road surface is cunningly
broken there: Is Dai-boy steaming up to the top of his favourite jump in his Impreza?  In
another 5 metres you’ll be able to assess the bend since it’s not that deep – as soon as you
can see 10 tenths you can enjoy it.
·          5 and the 4 are the next regions of interest.  At 5 the road looks fairly flat and
reasonably straight.  We currently have the best view of 4 until we go over the crest in 5: So,
at high level, It looks like that too is good – no traffic, but that could change; we’ll have to
reassess as we go along.

…and so it goes.

There is a whole lot of search theory in the aviation sector – not surprisingly it’s all about air-
to-air collisions or target acquisition.  If anyone suffers from insomnia I can provide you with
multiple references.

A really clean bike
My Superduke has been hiding in the garage, it’s
not allowed out in the salt; but now Spring’s
coming preparation is underway for the end of its
hibernation and the longed-for resumption of its
particular style of ride.

My own ability to clean a bike is not great so the
job went to Moto Valet, a bike cleaning and
preparation specialist based in Northleach (South
Cotswolds).

Steve is very professional and very capable – all
the little details like discolouration on that white
spring, the cleaning cloth scratches across the tail
cowl, etc. he sorted without raising a sweat.  The
SD looks like a new bike.
Now I just need the salt to disappear!

Derek McMullan
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OBSERVER TRAINING day 2016
I would just like to take this opportunity to inform you that all
the clubs National and Local Observers completed its yearly
refresher training package. The aim of this refresher training is
to prepare and revise the club’s observers on; practical fault
finding, observer competencies, briefing and debriefing
associates, theory revision on riding technics, updates on the
new IAM’s Test Standards and to complete progressing riding
training to a F1rst standard in order to be prepared for this
year’s riding and training season.

After two very successful observer training
rides to the West and East of the club’s
area the training day itself took place on
Sunday 10th April at the Metropole Hotel,
Llandrindrod Wells, Powys. As many of you
know the roads around the area are
excellent for riding and offer the opportunity
to ride on varying types of roads (all in
good condition, with next to no ‘Pot holes’!).

With the introduction of the New IAM Test
Standards, National and Local Observer
competency based assessments it makes it
even more vital to keep our club standards
at the top of the IAM’s requirements. I am

sure you will fully understand the reason why observers have missed a couple of Sunday rides
due to this vital training. Now complete, you will see the observers out on Sunday rides as
normal for the rest of the year.

If you are interested in being considered
for observer training please ask any of the
clubs Training Team or Observers who will
outline the commitments and riding
standards required. Remember Sunday
ride outs are the best way to keep up your
riding skills, within a controlled riding
group.
Finally, be assured your club observers are
trained to a high standard and one that has
been set and maintained over many years.

Safe riding Del Britton
WHAM
CO
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‘Observer training can be a taxing affair!’

Too much for Richard Hewitt

Alex Hoyle isn’t quite sure what to make of it all

Ant Clerici is hoping that Chris Brown knows the answer

Whereas as Matt Dent has taken
himself to his ‘happy place’


